
TRAK ID/location/form setup and notes for Mallee Rally 2018 
TRAK Software: 

http://www.vic.wicen.org.au/TrakSoftware/TRAK_V39.exe         TRAK 3.9 installer for TRAK 3.9h. 

Copy Event.txt, LocationList.txt, Complist.txt and Course.bmp files into ‘Event’ folder under TRAK folder. 

TRAK Ids and Location setup: 

See allocation list sent out for appropriate TRAK ID to use for the location you have been assigned. If your planned 

location needs to be changed, as may happen due to track conditions/access following Saturday night briefing, then 

use the new combination from list. 

When initially starting TRAK, select Starting New Event and enter your Callsign, Id and location when screen appears: 

 

Setting form: 

Select ‘Standard’ form in preferences menu option. 

 

- Check that correct ID, location and callsign are displayed on window title and status line of TRAK before 
entering any data (chat messages or scores/competitor tracking). 

- You are advised to setup program, event files, form and your location details before coming to an event. You 

should then verify location info looks good across competitor screen and ID shows up as expected. Then 

when you startup on the event everything should be set and just verify everything looks good. 

- If restarting during day then keep as same event so all data is kept. 

  

http://www.vic.wicen.org.au/TrakSoftware/TRAK_V39.exe
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Entering car and times: 

- Enter car no. as it passes 

 

- If the car has some problem, you may enter a brief comment (such as ‘missing one wheel’), then press OK. 

 

- Some competitors will do up to 2 laps while others will do up to 4 laps (with hour break after 2 laps). 

 

- Cars may skip a checkpoint due to repairs/recovery and restart after break at HQ. 

 

 

 

To cancel an incorrectly entered car no. that has been sent: 

- Make new entry for incorrect car no. 

- Enter ‘cancel’ in comment field, then OK. 

- Make new entry for correct car, if required. 

 

 

  



TRAK ID/location/form setup and notes for Mallee Rally 2018 
Some shortcut keys  

 

 

Checks/Troubleshooting: 

o Can you hear packets being received ? Check simplex setting, antenna and radio for good comms. 
o Is the receive Rx light coming on for your TNC when you hear packets. Check cable from radio to TNC. 
o Are packets being displayed on TRAK (Sent/Received) screen when received on the radio ? Check comms is 

OK between computer and TNC or USB/serial interface. 
o Is the TNC/Radio transmitting when you receive a P or Q request from Net control or send a <Ctrl R> 

registration request ? 
o When using a digipeater, you should see your sent packets being retransmitted. 
o Note: In KISS mode the CON light on the TNC will display when data is sent from the computer and the STA 

light will display when data is sent to the computer. 
 
 
Additional details, if required: 

Go through steps to setup/use: 

 Current date/time setting will be displayed. If this is not right, update date and time on PC/laptop before 
proceeding. 

 Select new event when starting for first time in morning. Prompt for serial numbers appears. Leave serial 
nos. as zero. When restarting/recovering select to keep data. (If restarting on another laptop with no data 
recovered from previous laptop, ask for current serial no.s from Net Control and start as new event and 
enter last used serial no.s) 

 Callsign, TRAK ID and Location is then requested. Enter appropriate ID from above list and select location 
from drop down list 

 Communication port settings and TNC type are displayed. Change if required and press enter. 

 If a Kantronics, MFJ, Pactor or Kenwood TNC is used select from TNC dropdown box, TRAK should detect it 
and set it to KISS mode. A message will appear briefly on the screen. Other types of TNCs will need to be set 
to KISS mode before running TRAK and the ‘Mix-W/TNC-X/KISS’  option selected. 

 To retry the comms setup press F4. If you have issues with a USB/Serial device freezing, unplug and then plug 
in again, then use F4. 

  



TRAK ID/location/form setup and notes for Mallee Rally 2018 
 

 Set up a link to Net Control: 
o The link to the field stations may be setup by Net Control, but may also be attempted from the field 

station. 
o Select <Ctrl R> to send registration on direct path. 
o A message should appear on bottom line that Registration is being sent. 
o If the link is established, a message should appear about 10 seconds later on bottom line that the 

time has been synchronized to Net Control. 
o If a direct path cannot be established, use F10 to show path screen and enter digi path (eg. TRAK04 

to go via station at ID 04 or the callsign).  
 

Entering Scores: 

 To enter a competitor, press F3 or click on Scores button (as the car passes). 
o The score entry window should appear (entry time is captured). 
o Enter the competitor no.(up to 4 characters), such as 3, 67, 123, 1005. Zeros entered in front of 

numbers are ignored. 
o Enter a comment if required, such as Retired, Stopped, ect. (otherwise leave blank), then press 

<Enter> OK button. The F3 Next button may be used to accept an entry (will re-fetch time first) and 
remain open for another immediate entry.  

o The score will be sent to Net control within 30 seconds in Adhoc mode or once it is requested (polled 
mode). 

o When the same car is entered multiple times (ie. Passed, then broke down/needs recovery) the last 
entry is shown on the Scores screen. A search for the car will show all entries. 

 To search for a competitor. Press F2 and enter car no. to display any entries for that competitor. 

 To sort times or cars use <Ctrl O> while on the scores screen. (Toggles between competitor column and 
Checkpoint column) or click on the location name in a column. 

 

Things to improve value of data: 

 When a score has been entered, verify that it appears in the scores entry window. When entering several 
scores in a row sometimes operators have put the competitor no. in the comment field of the previous entry 
(forgot to press enter a second time or have a bad enter key). 

 If you have recovery information, enter it against the competitor in the scores screen, rather than as a chat 
message. 

 If you have entered and sent the wrong competitor no., make a new entry for the correct no. You can cancel 
an incorrectly sent car no. by entering the no. and comment of “cancel”. No need to send a chat message 
to say entry was wrong, it is too late! 

 Read TRAK39.pdf document for more details of options and operation. 
 

 

Paul VK3YYF   29/5/18 

 


